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Summary of Services
The name "Archer Experts" is a clear declaration of who we are and what we do. It is a bold proclamation that must be backed by
stellar performance to stand up to the scrutiny of today's aggressive business climate. Archer Experts has a singular focus in
maximizing the effectiveness of your GRC program through the design, configuration, and customization of RSA's Archer eGRC
Platform, using the most experienced resources anywhere. "Isn't it time you called an expert?"

Archer Use - Case
Optimization Assessment
Need to know if you are capitalizing on the best of
Archer, and if not, how to get there? This service
provides customers with a review of current use
cases and applications to identify areas of
improvement with expected benefits. Both business
stakeholders and technical support staff participate
in a process that will show the way to maximizing
the best of Archer and optimizing its manageability.

Fully Managed Archer
Solution Implementation
Our sweet spot of knowledge exists in the
configuration and development of the RSA Archer
eGRC Platform. Our team of PMP Certified Project
Managers, Business Analysts and Certified Archer
Administrators are fully scalable to achieve a single
solution implementation or large scale enterprise
integrations.

Archer Strategic
Roadmap Service
Regardless whether you are embarking on a brand new
GRC journey or looking to mature your existing program,
this service will map out the most successful plan to
achieve your business objectives using RSA’s Archer
suite of software. Our Roadmap delivers the optimal
deployment approach, levels of effort and timelines to
deploy your company’s specific Archer use-cases while
ensuring long term scalability and adaptability.

RSA Archer eGRC Platform
Health Check and Tuning
Our Platform Health Check and Tuning service provides
you with an assessment of the ability for your eGRC
environment to meet the changing and increasing
demands of your business. Whether it is for new product
deployment or an existing platform that has matured over
time, we help to identify risks, issues and areas of
opportunity to help you maximize the benefits of your RSA
Archer environments.

Staff Augmentation Service

On-Demand Experts
Don’t feel you need fulltime assistance? Need
periodic checkups or problem solving? Our service
provides RSA Archer consulting expertise for
ongoing prioritization and planning for project
implementation and subject matter expertise to
help mitigate the risks associated with
implementing the RSA Archer eGRC Platform. It
also ensures the implementation will follow RSArecommended practices and support your
organization’s business requirements.

If you want to take the lead but need to supplement your
team with the most seasoned US based professionals, lean on
our group of experts which average 8 years of current, realworld Archer experience and 22 years of SDLC.

RSA Software Sales and Licensing
Archer Experts is an RSA SecurWorld Partner
offering RSA’s innovative portfolio of software
solutions to solve the most complex and sensitive
security challenges.

ARCHER EXPERTS TESTIMONIALS

Archer Healthcare Customer

Archer Experts helped us out tremendously on our Archer
implementation, customizing the out-of-the-box Archer
application and creating new on-demand applications to help
us automate certain business processes. They were willing to
go the extra mile and help us even after our contract ended.
I
highly
recommend
Archer
Experts
for
eGRC
implementations using Archer.

Archer Insurance Customer
The projects that Archer Experts are working on are
successful and that is due to their unwavering commitment
to ensuring our needs are met. Bringing them in for their
expertise has turned out to be a great decision on our part,
and any company that has Archer Experts on-board can be
assured they will receive someone who knows what they
are doing with Archer - not just how to build the
application, but the business processes behind them, which
is just as important when building an application.

Visit ArcherExperts.com for more testimonials
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